MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
which could no longer pursue Justinian's policy. It was reduced
to defending its last possessions. Its farthest Western outposts were
Naples, Venice, Gaeta and Amalfi. The fleet still enabled it to
remain in touch with them, and thus prevented the Eastern
Mediterranean from becoming a Musulman lake. But the Western
Mediterranean was precisely that. Once die great means of com-
munication, it was now an insuperable barrier.
Islam had shattered the Mediterranean unity which the Germanic
invasions had left intact.
This was die most essential event of European history which
had occurred since the Punic Wars. It was the end of the classic
tradition. It was the beginning of die Middle Ages, and it happened
at the very moment when Europe was on the way to becoming
Byzantinized.
2. The Closing of the Western Mediterranean
So long as the Mediterranean remained Christian, it was the
Oriental navigation that maintained commercial intercourse with
the Occident. Syria and Egypt were its two principal centres;
and these two wealthy provinces were the very first to fall under
the domination of Islam. It would obviously be an error to believe
that this domination put an end to all economic activity. Although
there was great confusion and disorder, and although many Syrians
migrated to the Occident, we must not suppose that the economic
machinery collapsed. Damascus had become die first capital of the
Caliphate. Spices were still imported, papyrus was still manu-
factured, the seaports were still active. Once they paid taxes to
the conquerors, the Christians were not molested. Commerce,
therefore, continued, but its direction was changed.1
It goes without saying that when an actual war was in progress
1 Concerning the closing of the Occidental Mediterranean by Islam (but
this does not refer to the Orient), see the text of the Christian Arab Yahya-
Ibn-Said of Antioch, who, in the nth century, stated that he had not a
reliable list of the "patriarchs of Rome" since Pope Agathon (678-681).
^bedeer, Charlemagne et la Palestine, revue histomque, voL CLVII, 1928,
p. 281.
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